
BUSINESS PLAN COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER GROUP

Business. Wanneroo City Council endorsed the WBA's strategic business plan at its May 27 meeting, which sets out
goals for the association to become.

Yet she acknowledges the approach varies from one group of papers to another. Indeed Community News
Group is expanding not shrinking. It delivers content and products related to eating, drinking, and entertaining
with a Southern flair. The Goodsteins have eyes on expanding. Despite the conventional wisdom that people
are moving away from print papers, Goodstein is optimistic. Asked how she defines the chain's success,
Goodstein says several factors are interrelated. In fact, the Daily News recently shuttered its satellite offices in
the outer boroughs for cost-cutting purposes. Combining the two groups, they now own 18 community papers,
five monthly magazines including Family, Wedding Guide and Sweet Sixteen and nine other quarterly or
semi-annual magazines. The more hyper-local the coverage, the better, she says. They would not disclose the
purchase price. In the restructured plan, Gatehouse stock was cancelled and a new holding company for the
parent, New Media Investment Group, Inc. For example, advertisers can reach the Caribbean population,
Brooklynites or newlyweds, through its focused weeklies. Or that local community newspapers are a dying
breed. CEO Robert James Thomson indicated that the newspapers "were not strategically consistent with the
emerging portfolio" of the company, which had been formed as a spin-off of News Corporation. Bankruptcy
Court in Wilmington, Delaware. It didn't find the City was at fault, nor require the City to do anything.
Despite the move toward digital journalism, revenue from print advertising continues to form the bulk of its
sales. Most work in their main office in the MetroTech complex in Brooklyn, but some reporters operate out
of satellite offices in Bayside, Queens and Throgs Neck, the Bronx. It re-emerged from the planned
bankruptcy in November  The GateHouse Media corporate strategy continues to focus on acquiring and
operating traditional local media businesses and transforming them from print-centric operations to
multimedia operations. Potter, requested that the court issue an injunction ordering the City to bring Dog
Beach ADA ramp and the River Trail into compliance with federal and state accessibility standards. Schutza
contended the City had failed and refused to ensure the accessibility of public facilities at OB Dog Beach
including the River Trail. Most reporters work on one paper so they become immersed in the local scene. The
planned bankruptcy centered on restructuring the Fortress News Corp deal. Fortress expanded it to 75 dailies,
weeklies, shoppers, and websites. On any block, you can find the most fascinating story, people doing
charitable work that goes completely unnoticed. With increased readership comes lower costs and a better
bottom-line, she adds. But there is no mention in the settlement of rebuilding the ramp. The company has been
in communication with the NYSE regarding its noncompliance with continued listing standards, but was
unsuccessful in its efforts to avoid suspension and delisting. Like an old Monkees song , Goodstein is a
believer that newspapers are alive, well, and will be around for years to come. A broker asked if he was
interested in acquiring it, and after doing the due diligence, he and his wife saw growth where most others
spotted decline. The Brooklyn team adopted a "digital first approach to publishing" while the Queens and
Bronx teams use social media to support the print product, Goodstein says. Communities weeklies might not
flourish in smaller cities but in New York, Jennifer Goodstein claims, there are "eight million plus people, and
there's always a story. The lawsuit has complaints listed for signage, appropriate parking for disabled persons,
and too steep an incline to connect the parking lot to the curb that connects to the ramp that leads to the beach.
But in reality the settlement didn't do that at all. The combined group of business publications was rebranded
as BridgeTower Media. The New York Times, Daily News and the New York Post"are focused on national
news versus the real local neighborhood that is critical to communities within the city and outer boroughs,"
Goodstein says. The demand is still there. Dix Communications operates in northeastern and east-central
Ohio, including more than 30 daily and weekly newspapers. When it bought the chain from News Corp.


